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The Church Executive™ is able to record all of the weekly contributions (donations) from the entire
congregation. All of this data is handled via several tables and modules in the program:

< church envelope assignments
< Sunday school envelope assignments
< weekly services
< weekly contributions
< contribution categories

An envelope is assigned to a family (or individual within a family). As such, two additional tables
record information related to an envelope:

< family demographics
< person/individual details

For each envelope you can (optionally) identify the following:

< stewardship
< PAR (Pre-Authorized Remittance)

For each weekly donation you can (optionally) identify:

< method of payment (cash, cheque, etc.)
< sub-category

For each service you can (optionally) identify the following:

< liturgical positions
< Hymns/chorus’ sung
< scripture readings
< attendance

[these last four items are not required for contributions but are certainly related
to weekly services]
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Figure 1
Contributions “flow diagram” showing relationships of tables
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Terminology

Contributions any monies received by the church as donated by an individual (or family). May also be referred to
as donations.

Envelope number a unique number assigned to an individual/family on an annual basis which is used by the church
to record the contributions received by that individual/family.

An individual that gives a one-time donation also requires an “envelope” and a “family” entry. All
monies must be assigned to an “envelope” and every envelope must be linked to a “family” for
address purposes.

Category a fund which a contribution can be allocated to. Your church can define up to 18 special ‘main’
categories (plus a General fund) for tracking the contributions. Each ‘main’ category can have
dozens of sub-categories.

Year a calendar year, from January to December.

Quarter a quarter of one calender year. The four quarters in a year are January–March, April–June,
July–September, and October–December.

Statements are generated to each individual on a quarterly basis.

Service any number of individual services can be created during the week where either contributions are
received and need to be recorded and balanced or you wish to identify an “order of service” such
as hymns, liturgy positions and attendance.

Unit number a unit number is unique for each family. There cannot be two identical unit numbers assigned to
two different families. The unit number is used by The Church Executive™ to maintain and organize
the family demographic data and to provide the necessary links to the related tables
(i.e. Individual/Person, Church envelopes, Ministry records, etc.).
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Pre-requisites

Current year All contribution records are assigned to envelopes and a specific weekly service which is based on
the current year.

It is very important that the current year, as noted on the respective
contribution-related screens, is correct before proceeding. To change the
current year you use the Look-Up Tables module.

In the months of December and January you will likely be switching between two different
contribution years (see page 8 on switching years). Remember that contributions are based on a
calendar year. A typical church would perform the following functions near the end of one year and
the beginning of the next year:

< assign envelopes (and numbers) (in late November/early December?) for the next year
< enter contributions received for this year (December)
< enter contributions received in the new year (January)
< print year-end income tax receipts/statements (in January) for the previous year

Contribution
Categories

You may allocate any contributions to one of 19 ‘main’ categories (including a General Fund), each
of which can have additional sub-categories (optional). In order to identify the category which a
contribution has been donated to, a contribution code must first be defined.

The contribution codes are defined via the Look-Up Tables module. Each calendar year has its own
set of contributions codes. This allows you to have special projects from year to year to which
monies can be pledged and donated to.

Church Envelopes you will need to record the church envelope assignments (envelope numbers and the
family/individual assigned to that number) so that quarterly statements and receipts can be
generated.

A quarterly statement summarizes all of the weekly contributions received by an envelope number
on a quarterly basis. The statement prints the address of the unit number assigned to the envelope
number. Thus, up to six different tables are accessed when a quarterly statement is printed:

â weekly contributions (with envelope number, category and amount of donation)

ã weekly services (with service date, time and description)

ä church envelopes assignment (with envelope number, unit number and individual’s name)

å family demographics (with unit number and mailing address)

æ contribution codes (with category and short description)

ç optionally, envelope stewardship (with envelope number, category and pledge details)

All six of these tables need to be available with the respective information for the proper data to be
printed on a quarterly statement.
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Receipting Producing year-end receipts of envelope donations is an important part of the church. There are
a couple of pre-requisites that need to be defined, via the Look-Up Tables module:

These items would typically be identified only once, but can be modified as the need arises.

â select Look-Up Tables from the Main Switchboard

ã select System from the list of radio button (near the bottom of the right-hand
column).

The right side of the screen displays a 6-tabbed control:

Tax number

On the Church tab, identify your Tax registration
number.

Receipting tab

The Receipting tab has a number of
default settings that apply to receipts.
These include:

< next receipt number. Many
churches will use the current
year as a ‘prefix’ to the receipt
number (such as 2011001 for
2011 receipts and start with
2012001 for 2012 receipts).
Other churches run a sequential
set of numbers that continue on
from one year to the next. The
choice is yours.

< size and type of quarterly
statement to use as a default (this
can be overridden when printing
statements).

< name, title and contact phone number of “envelope secretary”.

< if your church uses “Pledges” (stewardship), do you want this information to appear on the
statement?

Logo Images tab

< if you have a scanned
image of your signature
and would like this
printed on receipts, you can identify the full path and file name to the program.
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Procedure Adding contributions to The Church Executive™ program is relatively straightforward if the following
steps are followed:

â enter the Families in your church and assign a unique unit number to each family. This is best
performed in the Family Demographics module.

or...

As donations are received throughout the year (say, on a specific Sunday), you can create a new
“envelope” and related “family” mailing information directly from the Weekly Contributions
module, via a New Envelope button. See page 42.

or...

As one-time donations are received throughout the year (say, for a funeral service), you can create
the one-time donation, a new “envelope” and related “family” mailing information in one
convenient dialog box, through the Envelopes module, via a One-time donate/receipt button. See
page 18.

ã ensure that the current year is correct. Changing the year is done via the
Look-Up Tables module. See page 8.

ä enter the individuals in your church who have received envelopes. This
includes assigning both a unit number and name to the envelope number. See
page 11.

or...

Alternatively, you can assign an envelope from the Family module while adding a new family
(on the Envelope(s) tab control, then Assign Envelope button).

å develop a list of contribution categories (codes) for the
current calendar year. This is performed via the Look-Up
Tables module. See page 9.

Although it is best to have a set of contribution categories in place before the start of the year,
you can add new categories as the year goes on, if a specific event dictates such.

In most cases, you will likely use the same set of contribution categories from one year to the
next. However, if needs dictate, in a new year you can delete a category for that year only or add
a new category. In fact, you could re-shuffle all of the categories from one year to the next ...
but this is not necessarily recommended.

æ develop a list of services where contributions will be received.

An Add Services button will create an entire set of weekly services for the current
year in one operation. See page 39.

ç record the weekly contributions. See page 40.

This step does not have to be done weekly, rather you can enter
the contributions at any time (as long as it is before the quarterly statements or year-end
receipts are printed). With that said, I suspect that nearly every church will enter their weekly
contributions within a day or two after the service has been completed.

After recording the weekly contributions you may print a weekly summary report which lists
all of the donations received for that week (sorted by envelope number). This report also

Current Year

Envelopes

Contribution Categories

Services

Weekly Contributions
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includes a summary of the donations given to each contribution category. The report is then
checked against the actual total donations received for that service to check for accuracy of data
input.

è at the end of each quarter, a quarterly statement can be printed for all
envelopes which summarizes the contributions received during that quarter.

é after the year has been finalized, tax receipts are prepared (see page 20) and
printed for all envelopes (see page 33).

Statement

Tax Receipt
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Current Year Ensuring that the “current year” is correct is an important step in working with contributions. You
can only view data that is within the current year (if you want to view other years, you will need to
first switch to that year).

Each user that logs into The Church Executive™ can be working with a different year, although this
will likely only happen near the end of the calendar year when another user may be preparing for
the next contribution year or at the start of a new year when another user may be finalizing
information from the previous year.

Switching Years There are two methods available for switching to a different contribution year:

Ø a “temporary” switch of years that is only remembered while you are in the program. Once you
leave the program, this “temporary” year is forgotten. The next time you log into the program,
your default year will be restored.

With that said, this is the quickest method to switch to, and view data from, another year.

Press Shift-F3 from anywhere in the program.

The Switch Years dialog box will appear.

Select the new year to switch to from the drop-
down list.

Ù a “permanent” switch of years, making the new year the default year for all future sessions.

With that said, the new year is “permanent” until such time that you switch to another year.
However, using this method ensures that the next time you log into the program, this new
default year is still remembered.

A user changes their default year via the
Look-Up Tables module.

â from the Main Switchboard, select
the Look-Up Tables module.

[Alternatively, you can click on the
Look-Up Tables icon the Toolbar.]

ã select the User defaults radio button.

ä Select the new year to make as the
current default year from the Current
Year drop-down list.

You will be prompted to confirm
this switch of years.
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Figure 13
Contribution Codes

Contribution Codes

There is also a Codes
button on the Weekly
Contributions screen that
will take you directly to the
Contributions Codes
module.

Annual contributions are assigned, on a weekly basis, to various contribution categories (or
sometimes called funds). Codes are used to maintain this list.

Each year can have a different set of codes (i.e. categories or funds) from any other year.

Code 0 (zero) is reserved for the “General Fund”.

Contribution categories (codes) are maintained via the Look-Up Tables module.

â from the Main Switchboard, select the Look-Up Tables module.

[Alternatively, you can click on the Look-Up Tables icon the Toolbar.]

ã click on the Contribution Codes button.

This screen only shows the current contribution year. To view another year, you must switch years (see
page 8).

The list on the right side is the complete list of contribution category codes for the current year; the
left side shows only one of these entries. Clicking on one of the items in the list on the right side
will display the details of that entry on the left side of the screen.
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Add new category A new contribution category is added by clicking on the Add new code button (near
the upper right corner) or clicking the New Record button (either in the lower left
corner or along the Toolbar at the top of the screen).

via Toolbar: via Record selector:

This will present you with a blank entry form.

Code This is the ‘main’ contribution category code number.

Code 0 (zero) is reserved for the General Fund.

Only codes 1–18 are allowed.

Sub A sub-code, if desired.

Short A short form heading for this contribution category. This is the name that
appears on weekly contribution input forms and prints on quarterly and
stewardship statements.

Description Full-length description of
t h i s  c o n t r i b u t i o n
category.

Tax deductible? Are donations assigned to this contribution category tax deductible?

Account Account number that monies assigned to this contribution category are
posted to ... if you are using the accounting features of the program.

If you are not using the accounting module of The Church Executive™ then leave this field blank.
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Figure 23
Church Envelopes

Church Envelopes All donations are assigned to specific envelopes (i.e. an envelope number).

An envelope is linked to either a family or an individual within the family. This allows multiple
people in the same family to either share or ‘own’ their own envelope.

Most envelopes will be receiving donations on a fairly regular basis — weekly or monthly. In some
cases, a donor will only donate once or twice a year.

One-time donors must be assigned an “envelope”, which is also linked to a “family” for receipting
purposes (so a family entry is first required). 

Obviously, the first time your system is setup, you will need to record and identify all church
envelopes. An envelope can be assigned at anytime throughout the year, either to a new regular
donor or to a one-time donor.

Year-end procedures allow you to move forward the current list of envelopes to the next
contribution year and then modify this new list completely independent of any other year.

Envelope numbers Typically, regular donors will receive a box of contribution envelopes on a yearly basis. These will
be assigned numbers, starting with 1 (one).

One-time donors will be assigned an envelope number (a requirement as noted above) within a range
of numbers that may be ‘away’ from the regular donors. For example, you may say that envelope
numbers starting with number 700 (and over) are for one-time or non-regular donors. [the range
of numbers that you choose is completely up to you]

Family Unit numbers Regular donors in your church will already have a Family unit number. However, one-time donors
and non-regular donors will not be in your system — but they must be, in order to receive a receipt.
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As with an envelope number, you will want to maintain a range of Family unit numbers strictly for
these one-time/non-regular donors. By default, this range begins at 7,000 but you can define a new
range if you wish.

Knowing what the Family unit number is, is only required at the time the new donor is entered into
the system and linked to the envelope number. From then on, you will be using the envelope
number to assign any new monies that may happen to come along.

Envelope Fields

Env No The envelope number assigned to this envelope.

Status The status of this envelope.

This status is not the same as the Family status or Person status.

Only three choices are available (this is one of the rare drop-down fields within the program that
cannot be modified):

< Active
< Visitor
< Delete

The Delete status is only used when you want to delete this envelope. In order for an envelope to
be deleted (along with all of its donations for the current year !), the envelope status must first read
Delete.

Unit The Family unit number that this envelope belongs to.

This field is required because the address of this envelope (i.e. family) is required for printing
purposes on a quarterly or stewardship statement.

Person Optional. The specific individual person number within this family unit.

Title The Title field is the mailing title for this envelope, used on mailing
labels, envelopes, and quarterly or stewardship statements.

First name The first name of this donor.

Last name The family name of this donor.

Stewardship/Pledge

Term

These fields are only visible if this feature of the program has been invoked by you, as defined via
the Look-Up Tables | System defaults.

What is the Term of this pledge by this envelope.
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Figure 36
Tab control on Church Envelopes screen

Start What is the starting date of this pledge.

# years How many years has this envelope pledged for? The drop-down list
provides values of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, but you can enter any number of full
years.

Length The length of this pledge. This should be consistent with the term of the
pledge. That is, the length will be something like this (if you are only
recording one-year lengths):

Term Length

Weekly 1–52

Monthly 1–12

Quarterly 1–4

Semi-annual 1–2

Annual 1

Pledge total $ What is the total pledge for the complete length?

Notes A Tab control on the right half of the Church Envelopes screen is used to list any miscellaneous
notes about this envelope.
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Figure 37
Church Envelopes: PAR tab control

PAR

The title of this tab control
may vary from that
illustrated, depending upon
a System default that you
have identified. In this
example, PAR is short for
Pre-Authorized Remittance.

A Tab control on the right half of the Church Envelopes screen is used to identify any automatic,
regularly-scheduled (eg. monthly) deposits of donations from identified church envelopes.

Entries in this portion of the envelopes is used to generate a batch of weekly contributions (see page
43.

Frequency The frequency of withdrawals from the member’s account and
deposits to your church service.

Start The start date of money removal from this member’s account.

Date(s)

Account # The member’s bank account number from which
monies will be withdrawn.

You may decide not to record the account number in the database, for security reasons.

Categories The total PAR commitment of an individual can be divided up
into five (maximum) different categories. Most people will likely
only use one category (i.e. General donations).

The categories are based on your existing set of contribution
codes.
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Figure 43
Church Envelopes: Stewardship tab control

Stewardship

The Amt-Term is that
based on the individual’s
Term.

For example, if a donor
pledges a total of $600
over the course of the
year (Annual), to be split
on a monthly basis of
$50 per month, the Amt-
Term would be $50 (not
$600).

A Tab control on the right half of the Church Envelopes screen is used to list any
Stewardship/Pledge amounts assigned to any of the various Contribution codes.

An individual may pledge a regular amount of money to more than one contribution category. For
each pledge, add the entry in a new row.

Only the Code and Amount are required. The Description column is based on the Code that you
have supplied.
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Figure 44
Church Envelopes: Annual Contributions tab control

Annual Contributions A Tab control on the right half of the Church Envelopes screen will display the current year’s
complete contributions for the currently selected envelope.

With one exception, information cannot be added or changed on this screen. It is to be used only
as a reference tool.

Edit Under ‘normal’ circumstances, once
a donation has been receipted, it
cannot be modified.

If a donation has been receipted,
either as a one-time donation or via
the year-end Prepare receipts routine,
an Edit button will be displayed in
the lower right corner of the
Contributions tab when the cursor is
placed on the specific donation row.

This should be used only in
“extreme” circumstances where an
error is spotted after the receipts
have been prepared and printed.
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Figure 47
Church Envelopes: Datasheet view

Datasheet The Datasheet button on the Church Envelopes screen allows you to view all of the church
envelopes in a spreadsheet-type format, with several envelopes in view at the same, rather than
seeing just one envelope at a time.

This view is useful for checking the consistency of data input.

Changes can be made on this screen, if the Edit button is first selected.

Re-assign envelopes If no contributions have yet been recorded for the current year, then a ‘Shuffle envelopes’ utility
is available:

Clicking the Shuffle envelopes at start of year... button will display the following options:

You may find it just as easy to manually delete and re-assign the few envelopes that may require
shuffling.
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Figure 51
One-time donation and Receipt dialog box

One-time
donation/receipt

If your church generates receipts for ‘one-time’ donations throughout the year (such as for
memorial donations after a funeral), you can use the One-time donation/receipt button found at the
bottom of the Envelopes screen.

[Some churches prefer to enter these one-time donations on a specific data, similar to weekly
contributions, but hold off on the receipting until the end of the year.]

This feature provides, in one convenient dialog box, the ability to add all four “pieces” required to
generate a receipt: family unit, envelope number, weekly service and donation.

Procedure â open the Envelopes module.

ã click the One-time donation/receipt button (near the bottom of the screen).

Ensure that the Next rct# (shown at the bottom right of the dialog box) is correct. If this is the
first time you are doing a one-time receipt in the new year, the Next rct# may still reflect the
numbering scheme used in the previous year.

If the Next rct# does need to be change, it must first be changed via Look-up Tables | System
| Receipting.

ä enter all of the necessary data. All fields in blue are required.

å click the Save and Print Receipt button (lower right corner). The new family, envelope,
donation, and service (if the latter is a new date) will all be saved. A receipt will be displayed in
a preview mode from which it can then be printed.
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Figure 56
Unused Envelope Numbers report

Envelope Utilities Three different “maintenance” routines are available via the Envelope utilities button (lower left of
screen). These are detailed here.

Unused Envelope #’s This button will pop-up a list of envelope numbers that are not currently assigned to anyone. A
report can be printed from this screen.
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Prepare Receipts The Prepare Receipts button is used once a year to prepare year-end tax receipts. This procedure
generates a unique receipt number to each envelope holder for all of the donations given in the
current year.

New receipting rules introduced by Revenue Canada in January 2005 require several additions and
modifications to charity-based receipts.

Generating receipt numbers is a pre-requisite to printing year-end receipts. Receipts are printed via
the Envelope | Report | Receipt report type (see page 33).

Before preparing receipts, have you...

‘ ensured that all donations for the year have been entered and balanced? If you
have been entering donations on a weekly basis and each week has balanced then
this should be the case.

Even with this in mind, it is quite possible that a keying error has placed a
donation in the wrong category or been assigned to a different envelope.

All effort should be made to ensure that all donations have been assigned correctly
to the appropriate envelope and category.

‘ made a backup of your data? We trust that you have been making backups on a
regular basis (hopefully once a week after the weekly contributions have been
recorded).

Procedure â open the Envelopes module.

ã click the Envelope Utilities button (lower left corner of screen).

ä click Prepare Receipts button.

The Prepare Receipts button displays this dialog box:
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Figure 59
Prepare Receipts dialog box

Typically, you will generate receipt numbers for all envelopes that have not yet been receipted
(i.e. one-time receipts generated throughout the year will be ignored during this process). The
Next rct# is the higher of either the default setting provided in the Look-Up Tables (see page 5)
or the highest number already recorded in the database.

If needed, use the Change button found below the Next rct# to change this value.

The speed of generating receipt numbers is based on the number of envelopes and donations
entered for the current year, and the speed of your computer. Most churches will find that it
will take less than a minute (likely just a few seconds) for this routine to be completed.

å Optionally, limit the number of envelopes that will be receipted by identifying either an
envelope number range to receipt and/or select just one service to receipt.

In most cases, you will not need to identify either of these criteria options.

æ Click the Do it, for xxxx button to “prepare receipts”. A confirmation dialog bo will appear:

The speed of generating receipt numbers is based on the number of envelopes and donations
entered for the current year, and the speed of your computer. Most churches will find that it
will take less than a minute (likely just a few seconds) for this routine to be completed.
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Prepare New
Contribution Year

It is recommended that
you make a backup of
your data (c:\ce\ce_be.mdb)
before preparing the new
contribution year.

Example data from 2009 to
2010:

Before this routine...

2009 envelopes
2009 services
2009 contributions
2009 categories

After this routine...

2009 envelopes
2009 services
2009 contributions
2009 categories
   and
2010 envelopes
2010 services
2010 contributions
2010 categories

The Prepare new Contribution year button from the Church Envelopes screen is used to “roll over”
envelopes into a new year. This routine will copy all of the envelopes from the current year into the
new (next) year, copy the list of contribution codes from the current year to the new (next) year, and
create a set of 52 weekly services for the new (next) year.

This allows you to get “started” in the new year as quickly as possible.

Once the new contribution year has been created, you can switch between the current year and the
new year, maintaining data in the respective year as the need arises. That is, you can continue to
work with this year’s contributions (adding weekly contributions, generating receipts, etc.) while at
the same time start preparing a list of envelopes for the new year (that is, add any new envelopes
to the new year, remove any envelopes in the new year).

As such, you will have two sets of data: this year, where new data is added but generally envelope
data is not deleted, and the new year, where preparations can begin for assigning envelopes.

When should the “new year” be created?

The answer varies, depending on how your church maintains envelopes:

* some churches will prepare the new year as early as November so that they can print labels
for the new envelope boxes for distribution during December services.

If you do prepare the new year before the current year has been completed, you will need
to “switch years” (see page 8) periodically to work (add/edit/delete) with next year’s
envelope data and then add contributions to the current year. Remember that each the
envelope and contribution data for each year is kept separate from other years, thus the
“switching years” routine.

* other churches may not prepare the new year until the middle of January, after the previous
year’s contributions have been balanced and receipts printed.

At anytime you can “switch years” back (or forward) to any contribution year that exists. As the
years go by, more and more years will be available for viewing.
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Prepare new Year
Procedure

This process will only
take 1 or 2 minutes.

â open the Church Envelopes module.

ã click on the Envelope utilities button. The following dialog box will appear.

ä click the Prepare new Contribution year button. The following dialog box will appear.

The screen summarizes what will be done. and provides two buttons: Create New Year and a
Create Weekly Services. The latter button is disabled until the new year has been created.

If any data exists for the new year then the two buttons are is not available. Instead, the
following message will be displayed:

å Click the Create New Year button. You will be prompted to confirm your selection:
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æ Click Yes to prepare the new year. When finished (it should be very quick), the following dialog
box will appear:

ç Click Ok to display the New Contribution Year dialog box again. This will now enable the Create
Weekly Services button giving you the opportunity to create a service for each week in the new
year (something which you will want to do):

è Click the Create Weekly Services button to display the following dialog box:

é Enter the appropriate values and click the Create a service for each week in this calendar year button
(this button will be enabled when you have tabbed through the first field). You will be
prompted to confirm this.
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ê Click Yes to create a service for each week in the new year. A dialog box will indicate the
completion.

ë Close out of the various dialog boxes.
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Figure 73
Church Envelopes: Reporting

Report Several types of reports and report criteria selections are available for Church Envelopes.

This reporting screen, like all of the other report screens in the program, is divided into three basic
sections:

< Type (of report desired)
< Criteria (selecting methods)
< Sort

Depending on the Type of report you choose, additional reporting options may become available
(and some criteria options may be disabled).

Criteria If you do not identify any selection criteria, then all church envelopes are selected.

The more selection criteria you identify, the fewer church envelopes will be selected.
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Figure 75
Envelope Assignment report with Mail Box # and YTD contributions

Envelope Assignment This report prints the current list of envelopes that have been
assigned.

Four additional print options are available for this report, as
noted at the right.
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Figure 76
Detailed Contribution report

Detail Contribution This report prints every contribution, sorted by quarter and service, providing a detailed record of
what has been entered into the system. This could be printed for a single envelope in the event of
a discrepancy.
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Figure 77
Last Contribution report

Last Contribution This report prints each envelope noting the date of the last contribution received along with the
year-to-date total contributions.

This is useful to judge whether individuals should receive another set of envelopes in the coming
year.
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Figure 79
Stewardship: Church Summary report

Figure 80
Stewardship: Church Details report

Stewardship/pledges A couple of different reports are available for Stewardship/-
Pledges.

The Church summary report includes just the very basic of
information.

The Church details report includes a breakdown of each
pledge to each contribution category.

The Individual statement includes a year-to-date listing of
contributions and a comparison to the pledges made by
the individual. For this report you can also select a
message to printed on the statement.

The YTD Variance report lists selected envelopes and the year-to-date contributions compared
to their pledged amount, calculated to the same time period.
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Figure 81
Stewardship: Individual Statement report
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Figure 83
Stewardship: Stewardship Variance report

The YTD Variance report requires that you indicate the total number of weeks of giving that have
actually been entered into the database via the Weekly Contributions module. This is required for
calculation purposes.
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Quarterly Statement Several options are available when printing Quarterly statements.

< Two different Sizes of statements

< Four different Types. Two of the types also allow you to include a user-defined message to pass
along to the congregation.

< Select a specific Quarter to base the statements on.

< Include Pledge information, if applicable. This is only available if you have enabled the
Stewardship/Pledge module.

< The middle section of the quarterly statement/receipt lists a summary of the Miscellaneous
Funds (categories 1 through 18) received in the current quarter (thus, an individual would require
each of the four quarter’s statements to see all of the details for the entire year). An option is
available to have either all of the major 18 codes listed, regardless of any funds that were donated
by the individual, or print only those major/sub codes where monies were received.

< a couple of sections of the statement summarize the donations received using a “Courier” font
(this font is used so as to align the numbers in the best possible format, rather than using a
proportional font that may align larger numbers not so nicely). However, some laser printers
will print this Courier font in a “light” appearance. If this is the case with your printer, you can
force this information to be printed darker (i.e. bold).

< if you have scanned your signature, and identified this file name and path to The Church
Executive™, you can have this signature printed on the receipt, saving you time (and wrist
problems?). This option is not enabled if you have not identified the scanned image file (see
page 5).

Select Message

Use this button to create (and select) a user-defined message to appear on the statement or receipt.
You can create and save an unlimited number of messages that can be re-used (or modified) for
future statements.
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Receipt Several options are available when printing Receipts.

< The Receipt? checkbox is selected.

< Select the Is this a duplicate? (receipt) to have * DUPLICATE * printed at the
top of the receipt.

< Include Pledge information, if applicable. This is only available if you have enabled the
Stewardship/Pledge module.

< The middle section of the quarterly statement/receipt lists a summary of the Miscellaneous
Funds (categories 1 through 18) received in the current quarter (thus, an individual would require
each of the four quarter’s statements to see all of the details for the entire year). An option is
available to have either all of the major 18 codes listed, regardless of any funds that were donated
by the individual, or print only those major/sub codes where monies were received.

< a couple of sections of the statement summarize the donations received using a “Courier” font
(this font is used so as to align the numbers in the best possible format, rather than using a
proportional font that may align larger numbers not so nicely). However, some laser printers
will print this Courier font in a “light” appearance. If this is the case with your printer, you can
force this information to be printed darker (i.e. bold).

< if you have scanned your signature, and identified this file name and path to The Church
Executive™, you can have this signature printed on the receipt, saving you time (and wrist
problems?). This option is not enabled if you have not identified the scanned image file (see
page 5).

Select Message

Use this button to create (and select) a user-defined message to appear on the statement or receipt.
You can create and save an unlimited number of messages that can be re-used (or modified) for
future statements.

Tax Receipt
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Figure 86
Receipt (with many of the possible options selected, including print Signature as scanned image,
“Message” selected)
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Figure 88
Church Envelope Labels: Envelope Box type

Figure 89
Church Envelope Labels: Mailing

Labels Two types of Church Envelope information can be includes on
four different sizes of labels

An Envelope box label type prints the current contribution
year, the envelope box number, and the name assigned to
each envelope.

A Mailing label prints the standard mailing address
information for each selected envelope.
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Figure 90
Receipt summary report

Rct summary The Rct summary is a useful report to print either before or after the receipts are printed. It
summarizes the amounts of each receipt.
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Figure 91
Weekly Services

Weekly Services All donations are assigned to specific envelopes for a specific service. Thus, a service must exist.

You can define as many services as needed on any given date. Thus, each day of the week can have
several different services. With that said, most churches will likely have only one service per week
and add a couple of “special” services throughout the year, as needed.

A Tab control on the right half of the screen provides for additional information to be recorded for
each service.

View an existing Service

A calendar at the lower left of the screen is used to switch to
another service and to add a batch of new services for the
year. Double-click on a blue date to view the details of that
service.

To see the services in another month, either click the red
arrows to the left of the current month’s name or click once
on the month abbreviation at the bottom of the calendar.
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Add service

Any number of
individual services can be
created during the week
where either
contributions are
received and need to be
recorded and balanced or
you wish to identify an
“order of service” such
as hymns, liturgy
positions and attendance.

You can either a single service or multiple services

Single Service

You will add a single service if another service is required on a Sunday where one already exists
(perhaps an evening service) or you need to record contributions received on another day of the
week (such as a Christmas Eve service or a monthly deposit of donations received via a Pre-
authorized remittance type of system).

â click either the Add single service button or the Add record button (lower left
corner of screen). This will “blank” the screen and place the cursor in the
Date field.

ã enter the new information for the desired service.

Multiple Services

This option will create a service for every week on a specified day of week (usually Sunday).

â click the Add Services button (found within the calendar) to display the following
dialog box.

ã Enter the appropriate values and click the Create a service for each week in this calendar year button
(this button will be enabled when you have tabbed through the first field). You will be
prompted to confirm this.

If a service, with the same service number, already exists on the specified date, it will be “skipped”.
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Figure 97
Weekly Contributions

Weekly
Contributions

All donations are assigned to specific envelopes via the Weekly Contributions module.

The screen is divided into several sections:

< the current Service is identified near the top/middle
< data input occurs at the top left (or, alternatively,  in a spreadsheet-type format via an

Input/Edit button)
< details of the current envelope being entered and the last envelope completed are displayed

in the middle of the screen
< a summary of total donations by contribution category and by pay type are shown on the right

side
< a list of each envelope that has contributed in this current service is noted on the right side
< a Tab control in the lower left corner of the screen allows you to switch to another

date/service (Calendar), enter the attendance for the current service, or have the owner’s
name of the envelope displayed as data input occurs.
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Selecting a service The current service that contributions will be assigned
to is noted at the top middle of the screen.

Before entering any new contributions be very
mindful of the current service.

Use the calendar at the lower left of the screen to switch to another service. Double-click on a blue date
to view the details of that service.

To see the services in another month, either click the red
arrows to the left of the current month’s name or click once on
the month abbreviation at the bottom of the calendar.

Only services in the current calendar year are shown on the
calendar. Switch years if you wish to view another year (see
page 8).

If a service does not yet exist on a date that you wish to record
contributions, it must first be created in the Weekly Services
module (see page 39).

Entering Contributions The Weekly Contributions is “ready” to have new contributions added to the current service at all
times. Simply start entering the required information.

(For working with pre-authorized remittance type contributions see page 43)

Envelope This is the envelope number. You can use the drop-down list to select
an envelope from the listing.

Alternatively you can enter (or select) the name of the envelope user.
Internally, The Church Executive™ will store the envelope number.

If an envelope does not appear in the listing, it must be added to the Envelopes module (see page
11 or page 42 to add a new envelope “on the fly”).

The Envelope number field will default to the last entry that was recorded during this session. This
allows you to quickly add a second contribution (such as to a different category) for the same
envelope.

Category Enter the contribution category that this contribution is to be
assigned to. Optionally, you can record a sub-category.

To create a new category see page 9.

Amount Enter the amount of the contribution.

Pay type Optionally, enter the type of payment received (eg. cash, cheque, etc.)
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Add new envelope Generally, new envelopes are added either via the Envelopes module or the Family module prior
to working with contributions. However, a new envelope (and family entry) can be added “on the
fly” while working within the contribution module.

1 click the New Envelope button, found just below the contribution entry fields. This will display
the Add New Envelope dialog box:

This one screen is used to actually work with two different modules (tables) at the same time:
envelopes and family, thus speeding up the initial entry of both. You may want to go back add
additional information to either of these modules after the current week’s contributions have
been completed.

Note that the address is optional, but it is strongly recommended that it be recorded at this
time. Remember that an address is required to generate a tax receipt.

2 enter the information for each field.

3 click the Save (and close) button to save the new envelope (and family).

Defaults This Add New envelope dialog box presents four defaults, three of which you can change, if needed:

* next envelope number (EnvNo)
* envelope Status
* next family Unit number
* current year (cannot be changed on this dialog box)

If you are not quite sure about the envelope number and family unit number, use the
Unused #’s button to the right of each of the respective fields to view a current listing of
unused numbers in each of the categories.
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Input/Edit The Input/Edit button on the contributions screen serves three purposes:

* view the current week’s contributions in “grid” or “spreadsheet” type view. This allows you
to see all of the week’s data at a glance.

* enter a batch of pre-authorized remittance-type contributions very quickly.

* allow the deletion of an entry.

PAR batch(nn) The PAR batch (nn) button will automatically create entries for all of the currently defined PAR
contributions that have been previously recorded (and maintained) in the Church Envelopes module
(see page 14).

This is a very quick way to work with a large batch of regularly received donations.

You will be prompted to confirm this process:
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Figure 111
Weekly Contributions: Envelope summary report

Figure 112
Weekly Contributions: Summary of week


